iloveSIA Womens Seamless Nursing Bra Sleep Maternity Bralette
Pack of 2 Review-2021

No underwire and cups that drop fully away from the breast. Easy to use and discrete nursing clips,
featuring one-handed access.
Removable, molded foam cups for a lining when you want it (to hide nipples or breast pads), and the
ability to take it out when you don't.
Breathable, ribbed gore stretches to accomodate the normal bust size fluctuations nursing moms
experience
Adjustable straps,Seamless and buttery-soft fabric that is remarkably comfortable to wear, and
virtually invisible under clothing
Each Package Including 2PCS BrasiLoveSIA is delicate to design high quality and durable products
, as well as beyond your expected service to the customers from all around the world. We hope our
worldwide customers could thumb up to us through our efforts and say-i Love SIA(Shop It Again).
When Breastfeeding mothers comes to necessary comfort and support, the iLoveSIA women
nursing bra is a breastfeeding mom's wonâ€™t regret choosing.
what you can benefit from this iLoveSIA women nursing bra:
1.sleep nursing braEasy and convenient for evening breastfeeding from v neck crossover cover
design.
2. hand free nursing bra, Adjustable Shoulder Straps, Hook & Eye Closure. Easy drop cups for
convenient breastfeeding.
3.padded nursing braRemovable cup pad design is convenient for cleaning the padding when
absorbs leaked milk.
4.The bottom band gives additional support which offers you a perfect image.
5.straps with extra wide side and round cup design will support your cups well.
Clasps and Clips
Clasps and clips design provide convenient one hand access when breastfeeding to baby
Extra Wide Side Design
Extra wide side design will bring you more comfortable experience
Adjustable Shoulder Straps Design
The adjustable shoulder straps with extra wide side design will support your cups well
Removable Coasters Design
Removable coasters are designed to make it easy to wash
A good choice for sleeping or lounging when comfort is key. Seamless and buttery-soft fabric that is
remarkably comfortable to wear, and virtually invisible under clothing. A designs that melts onto and
molds to your body, supporting your unique shape in a uniquely perfect wayNursing clips allow you
to fully drop down the cup making breastfeeding access easy for mom and baby.Removable,
molded foam cups for a lining when you want it (to hide nipples or breast pads), and the ability to
take it out when you don't.Adjustable straps to make you comfortable when wear it.Breathable,
ribbed gore stretches to accommodate the normal bust size fluctuations nursing moms experience.
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